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The assassination of Albert in 1308 was followed by a
brief period of political instability during which these three
cantons presented a united front against the Hapsburgs. To
punish this insolence of theirs Duke Leopold advanced with
an army of 15,000 men. But only 1300 brave Swiss peasants
met the Austrian forces at the pass of Morgarten in 1315,
and after a gallant fight drove them into a lake.* Elated
by their amazing victory the three forest cantons renewed
their alliance of 1291. They again proved their mettle
against the anger of the Hapsburgs twice, at Sempach in
1386 and at Nafels in 1388. These victories established
peace between the Austrians and the Swiss, which lasted for
about three quarters of a century. The League had already
attracted the eyes of some more cantons who, one by one,
had joined it for protecting themselves from the Austrian
encroachments, By 1353 the membership of the League had
reached eight.f This League of Eight was fuither stregth-
ened by two important agreements made (in the fourteenth
century), viz. the Priests' Letter of 1370 and the Covenant
of Sempach of 1393. This was followed by what Brooks
has called an Era of Military power, and during the fifteenth
century the cantons went on increasing their territory by
acquisitions from neighbouring foreign countries. This has
been very well described by Vincent who says that the
Swiss of that time "were democrats at home but not
abroad/' f Another victory over Austria gained in 1415
further strengthened the power of the cantons. But
religious and political differences, the rural cantons being
democratic and the urban aristocratic, resulted in a brief
* "It was a ghastly medieval butchery, but it demonstrated the cohesive
power ot the federated cantons and the fighting qualities of simple peasants
even when pitted against the proudest nobility of Europe,'1 B. C, Brooks.
Government and Politics of Switzerland ; P. 26,
t Luzern joined the league in 1332, the city of Zurich in 1351. Zug and
Glaru&in 1352, and Bern in 1363,
Vincent,   < Government in Switzerland.' p, 33,

